**Name of the hosting institution in France**
Université Sorbonne Paris Nord

**Name of the host laboratory / research team**
Pléiade

**Address**
99 av JB Clément 93430 Villetaneuse, France

**Website**
https://www.univ-paris13.fr/

**Name of the supervisor**
Castejon Vanessa

**Function**
Lecturer/researcher + vice-president of the university

**Email**
castejon@univ-paris13.fr

**Phone number**
06 16 01 48 25

---

**Internship offer**

**Topic of the internship (title)**
The legacy of the Olympics 2000/2023

**Proposed dates of the internship**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/09/2023</td>
<td>11/12/2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scientific and academic objectives of the internship:**
The candidate will work on the immaterial legacy of the Sydney 2000 Olympics and the Paris 2024 Games. She or he will work on the way the Olympic Games constitute an opportunity to develop the valorisation of tangible and intangible heritage and offer a platform for recognition. Indigenous perspectives on the Games will be studied as well as the way Indigenous peoples were included in the Games, and the prefiguration of the role they will play in the Brisbane 2032 games. A link will be made with the population of Seine St Denis for the 2024 Games. The research, focused on local populations, will also include the study of the sites chosen for the Olympic Games, which are often considered as “unused” territories or "in need of redevelopment". To what extent was and are the Indigenous population and the population of Seine St Denis consulted, associated, included in the organisation committee and the decision bodies. Can such a mega-event promote cultural and social changes with respect to the local hosts?

**Work expected:**
- Research on the involvement of local populations in the Sydney/Paris/Brisbane Olympics
- Co-organisation of a seminar (December). Visits of the Olympic venues.

---

**Industrial partner**

**Does the project involve a French industry partner?**
No

**Name**
[Insert here]

**Role of the industrial partner in the internship project**
[Insert here]

**Main contact**
[Insert here]

**Email**
[Insert here]

**Main contact industrial partner’s branch in Australia**
[Insert here]

**Email**
[Insert here]

---

**Australian partner**

**Is the internship project proposed in the framework of an existing collaboration with an Australian partner university?**
No

**Name of the Australian partner institution**
UTS/UQ/VU : Olympic studies

**Lab/department/team involved in the collaboration**
[Insert here]

**Main contact in the Australian partner institution**
[Insert here]

**Function**
[Insert here]

**Email**
[Insert here]

**Outside of this ongoing collaboration, will students from other Australian universities be considered by the hosting institution in France?**
[Select Yes/No]

---

**Expected profile of applicant**

**Level of study**
Master (if PhD not possible)

**Discipline**
Olympic studies

**Prerequisite knowledge, qualities and skills**
Knowledge on Olympics, interest in history/sociology/urbanism

**Other specific eligibility criteria**
French (even if not fluent)